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Abstract

This paper presents a case study in low-cost non-
invasive Built-In Self Test (BIST) for RAPPID, a large-
scale 120,000-transistor asynchronous version of the
Pentium R

�
Pro Instruction Length Decoder, which runs at

3.6 GHz. RAPPID uses a synchronous 0.25 micron
CMOS library for static and domino logic, and has no
Design-for-Test hooks other than some debug features. We
explore the use of Cellular Automata (CA) for on-chip test
pattern generation and response evaluation. More specif-
ically, we look for fast ways to tune the CA-BIST to the
RAPPID design, rather than using pseudo-random testing.
The metric for tuning the CA-BIST pattern generation is
based on an abstract hardware description model of the
instruction length decoder, which is independent of im-
plementation details, and hence also independent of the
asynchronous circuit style. Our CA-BIST solution uses a
novel bootstrap procedure for generating the test patterns,
which give complete coverage for this metric, and cover
94% of the testable stuck-at faults for the actual design
at switch level. Analysis of the undetected and untestable
faults shows that the same fault effects can be expected
for a similar clocked circuit. This is encouraging evidence
that testability is no excuse to avoid asynchronous design
techniques in addition to high-performance synchronous
solutions.

Keywords asynchronous circuits, BIST, Cellular Automata,
dynamic circuits, pulse logic, domino logic, self-timed circuits,
stuck-at faults, switch-level fault simulation, testability.
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1 Introduction

Built-In Self Test (BIST) as on-chip test method for ran-
dom logic designs is not new [3], neither is its application to
asynchronous design, pioneered by [11] and more recently
investigated by [2]. Our BIST study differs from previous
work in the following ways:

� BIST state machine model
We use Cellular Automata (CA) [6] for on-chip test
pattern generation and response evaluation because of
the wider variety of state transition behaviors in com-
parison to Linear Feedback Shift Registers (LFSR).

� Large-scale high-speed asynchronous application
Our target is RAPPID, a 120,000-transistor, 3.6 GHz
asynchronous version of the Pentium R

�
Pro Instruction

Length Decoder [14].

� No Design-for-Test
Although the core design of RAPPID has many lev-
els of sequential logic and is not materially pipelined
in nature, no Design-for-Test hooks are included other
than some debug features.

RAPPID uses standard static and dynamic synchronous
library elements, and adds an aggressive high-speed asyn-
chronous timing methodology, called Relative Timing [16].
Testability was considered one of the major risks, in terms
of fault coverage as well as area and performance[13, 12].
The testability study started after the design was complete,
which explains the absence of Design-for-Test hooks. To
minimize the impact on the performance, we opted for a
non-invasive approach, outside the RAPPID core, which led
us to BIST.

Sections 2–3 give the necessary background on Cellular
Automata and RAPPID. The CA-BIST solution follows
in Section 4. Costs and fault coverage are addressed in
Section 5, and we give a short resume of the main achieve-
ments in Section 6.
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Figure 1 Architecture (left) and state transition diagram (right) of ��� �����
with rule vector �	��
����
������
������
���� (see Table 1).

Boundary bit values for left and rightmost cells are assumed 
 . This circuit implementation uses globally clocked D-flipflops to
store the state bits. In the transition diagram, state bits are catenated from left ( ��������� ) to right ( ��������� ). The state space is distributed
over four components: C � with a 4-state cycle, C � with a 2-state cycle, and C � and C � with a 1-state cycle each.

Rule Next State Table Representation (left self right) Next State Logic Function

111 110 101 100 011 010 001 000

90 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 �! "$#&%('*),+-�! "�.0/�#&%213�! "546/�#&%
102 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 �! "7#�%('*),+-�! "$#&%819�! "546/�#�%
150 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 �! "7#�%('*),+-�! "�.0/�#&%213�! "$#�%�13�! "546/�#&%
165 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 �! "7# %('*) + �! "�.0/�# % 13�! "546/�# %

Table 1 Four examples of 2-state, 3-neighborhood additive CA rules. The state of cell : at transition ; is denoted by <>= :(?(@ , while<>= :�A*�B? and <>= :�CD�E? refer to left and right neighbor states. Symbol F denotes the binary XOR function. Rule numbers relate to the
decimal value of their table results, e.g. ��
HGI
J��
J�K��
J��
 (most significant bit left). Note that rules ��
 and ��L�M are complementary.

2 Cellular Automata Test Preliminaries

Cellular Automata, abbreviated CA, are regularly intercon-
nected cell arrangements. Each cell acts as a finite state
machine with some number of states, and with a next state
function that typically depends on the present state of a lim-
ited subset of neighborhood cells [18]. In this case study,
we focus on simple 2-state, 3-neighborhood CA with next
state functions based on left, self, and right cells and imple-
mentable with only XOR and XNOR gates and D-flipflops.
Theory and applications for these so-called additive CA
can be found in [6]. This Section outlines some of the
background theory for our application: a Built-In Self Test
(BIST) solution for the RAPPID asynchronous instruction
length decoder, which we present in Section 4.

For a 2-state, 3-neighborhood additive CA there are 8 ( NPO )
neighborhood combinations but just 7 XOR-based next
state functions, also called rules, and 7 complemented rules

based on XNOR. Table 1 gives four such rules. An exam-
ple CA with four cells is shown in Figure 1 along with its
state transition graph. It belongs to a specific class of CA
with rule configuration QSRJTVUK/KT!NWU�XKX�X�U�/�TYN[Z , referred to
as \]/>^K_a` . The global transition function of this CA can
be represented as a b0c,b characteristic matrix d , operating
over GF(2) and defined as follows:de "�U$fJ#g+ / if cell " ’s next state depends on cell f+ T otherwise

If state � % at the h %ji transition of this 4-cell \]/J^�_a` is repre-
sented as column vector, then the characteristic matrix and
next state � %('*) are given by:

d +
kll
m
T /nToTT /o/nTTpT /o/TpToT /

qsrr
t

�K%('*)u+ dwvK�K% (1)
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Figure 2 State transition diagram for ��� � �����������
with rule vector � ��L>M ����
������
������
�� � , the dual version for ��� � ���

of
Figure 1. Note that the state space partitioning into four components is similar, but that the cyclic states in the dual version are
non-cyclic for the normal version, and vice versa. For instance, the cyclic state ��
J��� in component C � for ��� � �����������

is outside
the cycle for ��� � ���

, whereas the non-cyclic dual state �K����� is again cyclic for ��� � ���
.

CA belonging to the class \]/^K_a` have some unique prop-
erties that can be exploited for on-chip test pattern gener-
ation and for synthesizing self-testable sequential circuits
[6, Chapter 9]. In our case study we focus on test pattern
generation. The capability for generating low-cost test
suites with high fault coverage stems from the relation be-
tween \]/ ^�_a` and its dual version \ / ^K_a`
	����� , whose
transitions complement one another and can be combined
cost-effectively. Figure 2 shows the dual version for the
four-cell \]/ ^K_a` introduced earlier. It uses an XNOR in-
stead of the XOR in the rule for the leftmost cell, resulting
in the rule configuration Q / ��� U�/KT!NWUKX�X�XBU�/�TYN Z . The next
state GF(2) function for \]/^K_a` 	����� is given by:

� %('�)�������� + d v�� % 4
klll
m
/T
...T

q rrr
t (2)

Note that the transition diagrams for \]/ ^ _a` and\]/>^�_a` 	����� have similar state graphs, consisting of four
components with the same set of states per component.
However, cyclic and non-cyclic states are interchanged be-
tween the two versions. As such, the two CA will traverse
different states in a component. Interpreting the state as
a test pattern, they will thus generate different sequences
of test patterns. If in addition to traversing state transition
graph components in one CA it would be easy to switch
back and forth between the two CA, then a wide variety
of test patterns could be realized economically with a sim-
ple CA combination on chip. In Section 4.1 we present
our on-chip test pattern generator which is built around an
11-cell \]/ ^�_a` and its dual version, and we show that
switching back and forth is both cost-effective from an
algorithmic perspective as well as in terms of circuitry.

3 Asynchronous Instruction Length Decoder

This CA-BIST case study is part of the RAPPID project, in-
vestigating aggressive high-performance asynchronous cir-
cuit design [14]. A prototype iA32 instruction length de-
coding and steering unit was designed and fabricated on a
0.25 micron CMOS process. The circuit was targeted for
performance, with measured throughput of 2.5–4.5 instruc-
tions per nanosecond. An aggressive circuit design style
was developed in the project that added timing to the asyn-
chronous protocols [16]. Domino gates were used as latches
for much of the state in the control and data paths. This per-
mitted us to increase the throughput and decrease the area
of the design, at the expense of additional protocol analysis
to validate the timing constraints.

Building a test chip forces one to implement a complete de-
sign. This helped us to better understand the design method-
ology and test the maturability of these ideas [17]. Testa-
bility was considered a major risk to the design in terms
of ability to achieve reasonable coverage, area penalty, and
performance penalty. Any logic placed in the evaluation
path will lie on a critical path of the asynchronous circuit
due to its reactive nature. Significant Design-for-Test effort
would be required to try and move test logic into the reset
or return-to-zero handshake logic that is out of the critical
path. The CA-BIST approach was designed to have mini-
mal impact primarily on the performance of the circuit, but
also on the area.

Section 3.1 below explains how the overall architectural
structure of RAPPID has been scaled to high perfor-
mance, and where the CA-BIST interface lies. Section 3.2
gives some background on the asynchronous protocols and
domino gates, used in the design and revisited in Section 5.1
when we discuss the fault coverage results.
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Figure 3 (RAPPID Architecture) The Input FIFO holds a 16-byte wide instruction cache line, containing 5 instructions on
average. Instructions are decoded in parallel over 16 byte Decode Columns with an average rate of 
�� � � GOPS, giving a total
average of M���
�� � � G���� L GIPS. To maintain this average at the output side, a 4-step top-down Tag cycle gathers and distributes
the instructions over 4 Output Buffers, each operating at 
�� � GIPS. The sequence of arrows in the picture illustrates the ��� L GIPS
instruction flow through the Tag Units for a typical scenario with 5 length-3 instructions.

3.1 RAPPID Architecture

The RAPPID test chip implements instruction length de-
coding for the Pentium R

�
Processor instruction set [9].

Analysis showed that instructions longer than seven bytes
are rare, and that certain instructions appear with much
higher frequency in common programs. Our asynchronous
design optimized for these common cases at the expense
of unoptimizing rare instructions. Instructions longer than
seven bytes and length modifying prefixes, for instance,
may have a four-fold or greater reduction in performance
compared to a common instruction.

RAPPID receives a 16-byte wide instruction cache line at its
input, extracts the instructions, and places each instruction
separately in the output buffers. As shown in Figure 3, six-
teen parallel length decoders are employed, which specula-
tively compute the length in each column as if a new instruc-
tion began at each byte position. A torus-like distributed
tagging and crossbar switching circuit with 16 columns and
4 rows packs the bytes into instructions and steers them into
four output buffers. These row and column dimensions are
designed to balance the average computation rates of the

three operations: �NJT MHz for length decoding, 	VX � GHz
for tagging, and RJTYT MHz for steering. The scaling of
this architecture by replicating circuitry in one or two di-
mensions increases the parallelism in the design much like
pipelining, though unlike standard pipeline concurrency it
does not increase the latency.

The testability study of RAPPID started after the design was
complete. Other than the Input FIFO, which is used only
as an interface to the tester, and some debug features to
freeze and inspect a limited set of internal state signals, no
Design-for-Test features had been applied. To avoid perfor-
mance penalties or re-designs, our options were restricted
to non-invasive test structures. We chose for a CA-BIST
approach external to the RAPPID circuitry. The CA Test
Pattern Generator is integrated in the Input FIFO, while the
CA Response Evaluator observes the Output Buffers. The
BIST logic minimally impacts latency and throughput for
the instruction length decode operation. No test circuitry
is included in the core of the design other than some rout-
ing and drivers to make the Output Buffers observable for
signature analysis by the Response Evaluator. Further de-
tails on the CA-BIST architecture and algorithm can be
found in Section 4.
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Figure 4 Three types of domino gates used in RAPPID, and sourcing most of the CA-BIST fault coverage escapees. All three
examples implement a set-reset latch with data evaluation signal � for ‘set’ and control signal � for ‘reset’ (domino reset states
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nMOS transistor (foot) is lacking. Version (c) is typically used for pulse domino operations (see Figure 5).
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Figure 5 Example of pulse domino logic as found in the Length Decoder of RAPPID. The implementation for NAND gate G in
the right-hand schematics is given in the grey-colored area in the middle, and a typical set-reset cycle is shown left. As soon as all
three data signals are high, gate output � is set low. The down-transition on � triggers two self-resetting loops, which in parallel
end the ‘set’ phase and start the ‘reset’ phase. The resulting three gate delay ‘set’ pulse � � �P���J� is sufficiently narrow to avoid
overlap with the seven gate delayed self-reset for � , and wide enough for � to set subsequent domino stages.

3.2 Asynchronous Circuit Details

Synchronization and communication in RAPPID goes
via handshaking. Besides the standard 4-phase request-
acknowledge protocols we use bundled data protocols. An
aggressive design style, called Relative Timing, is used to
customize these protocols [16]. For instance, we allow
pulse signals as handshakes to eliminate the need for com-
plementary handshake circuitry and thus get faster, smaller,
and lower power implementations with less test redundancy.

Both control and data paths use a mixture of static and
domino logic, with the domino gates operating as set-reset
functions for synchronization and communication. Figure 4
shows three types of domino gates that contributed most
to the CA-BIST fault coverage escapees, and which will
be further analyzed in that respect in Section 5.1. A pulse
domino example can be found in Figure 5. We would like to
stress that the circuits in Figure 4 are not new. Versions (a)
and (c) are well-known asynchronous gates [10]. All three
combinations are commonly used in domino designs [8].
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Figure 6 (CA-BIST Solution) The grey area matches the original RAPPID design before BIST came into the picture.

4 CA-BIST Solution for RAPPID

The CA-BIST circuit lies outside the RAPPID core,
primarily to minimize its impact on the design performance.
Figure 6 gives an architectural overview of the CA-BIST
solution, showing the two main modules:

� CA-based Test Pattern Generator (CATPG)
We use a bootstrap process to generate the test pat-
terns. The process starts from an 11-cell \]/Y^�_a` and
its dual version. As already indicated in Section 2,
such a CA pair can generate a wide variety of test se-
quences. For our purpose, the CA-generated test pat-
terns are chopped into 16-byte wide cache lines for
the Input FIFO. Each pattern is used 256 times, every
next time shifted over one more bit position: shifting
one round-robin left and another round-robin right. A
circular scan chain (already present in the Input FIFO)
with both left and right rotation supports this.

� CA-based Response Evaluator (CARE)
We generate a signature for each 62-bit Output Buffer
(7 instruction bytes plus 6 additional bits with length,
prefix and long instruction information). All 4 signa-
ture analyzers are implemented as 62-cell maximum-
length CA based on rules RJT and / � T (see Table 1)
and have an aliasing probability of T X ����� . Analysis
techniques based on this type of CA are discussed

in [15, 7, 6] where also an isomorphism with Linear
Feedback Shift Register (LFSR) solutions is proven.
We upgrade the signature for every CA-generated test,
which is once for every 256 test patterns executed on
the RAPPID core (see CATPG discussion above).

Both modules allow testing at speed to create realistic op-
erational conditions inside the core, which is particularly
crucial for testing the pulse domino operations. The follow-
ing Section explains the CATPG architecture and algorithm
in more detail. Contrary to the CA that we use in CARE,
the 11-bit \]/ ^K_a` in the CATPG module cannot be imple-
mented as LFSR because it has non-cyclic state transition
behavior, as we will see. There will be no further elabo-
ration on the implementation details of the CARE module,
which are standard and can be found in the given references.

4.1 CATPG Architecture and Algorithm

Above, we sketched the bootstrap process in the on-chip
CA-based Test Pattern Generator (CATPG). Details are ex-
plained below, starting from the test sequences generated
by the 11-cell \]/ ^�_a` and its dual version. Because the
Input FIFO acts as interface between the CATPG and the
RAPPID core, we will first give a quick update on the input
instruction flow through the FIFO and on the corresponding
CATPG operations.



� Circular Scan
Data in the FIFO can be recirculated to supply a
continuous stream of cache lines to the RAPPID core
for performance and power measurements. Loading
and recirculation are accommodated by connecting all
data bits in a circular scan chain, which is also used for
the CATPG bootstrap operation.

� Branch Instructions
In addition to the 16 instruction data bytes, the FIFO

contains 3 additional bits for each byte, indicating
the status of the byte for branch prediction: unused,
branch, or target. Normally, these status bits are de-
rived from a separate Branch Target Buffer. If a cache
line contains a branch instruction, the first byte of the
branch instruction is tagged as ‘branch’. All bytes af-
ter the branch instruction up to the branch target in the
next cache line get status ‘unused’. And the branch
target instruction is tagged as ‘target’.

To exercise branch instructions, the CATPG has direct
access to the status bits which are defaulted to non-
branch indicators. In test mode, the CATPG interprets
data patterns of the form TV/J/Y/�������� as 2-byte branch
instructions with opcode ��� (hexadecimal), and with
the target byte at the same position in the next cache
line. There is a simple test circuit, called BRT for
‘BRanch Test’, which is only active in test mode. If
a CA-generated cache line contains the above branch
instruction, the BRT tags the leftmost occurrence of
the branch as ‘branch’. It marks all 3-bit status reg-
isters after this branch ‘unused’ for the next 16 bytes,
and tags the following byte as ‘target’.

� Modes of Operation
The Instruction Length Decoder supports 16-bit in-

struction mode as well as 32-bit instruction mode. The
default instruction mode is set globally for the entire
architecture. In addition, the mode can be changed
locally from 16 to 32 bit and vice versa within the
instruction stream, via a so-called length modifying
prefix (opcodes

� �
–
� � ). Both these modes of oper-

ation and their settings need to be tested. Assum-
ing that the local mode setting will be covered by
the CA-generated test patterns, it suffices to give the
CATPG access to the global mode setting.

Section 4.1.1 presents the implementation details of the
11-cell \ / ^�_a` and explains how the initial test se-
quences for the bootstrap process are generated from this
CA module. The following Section 4.1.2 shows how the
other CATPG modules in Figure 6 join \]/J^�_a` in the
test generation process. Here, we also explain where our
on-chip test generation approach fell short, and how we im-
proved upon it.

4.1.1 ONE for ALL: 11-cell D1 ^ CA

Our CATPG solution is tuned to the 16 replicated columns
in the Length Decoder (see Figure 3). Replication in the
design is mimicked in the test generation process by circu-
lating the test patterns from column to column. Test patterns
are generated from \]/^�_a` and its dual \]/ ^K_a` 	����� , as
we mentioned in Section 2. We chose the smallest \]/J^K_a`
with at least 8-bit wide states and cycles of length 16, so that
we can fill 16 columns with different byte patterns. Fig-
ure 7 shows the two Components of this 11-cell \ /J^K_a`
that we used as test generation engine for RAPPID. Implicit
requirement is that the 32 fillings generated by this pair are
generated on chip, which requires additional control to

� set the start state, and
� switch between the normal and dual Component.

A similar problem is faced in CA-based approaches for
synthesizing self-testable sequential circuits. Our solution,
although new, was inspired by those in [6, Section 9.3]. The
new algorithm for traversing all 32 cache fillings that this
Component pair can generate is as follows.

Traversal Algorithm
Step 1

Select a cyclic state
���

in the normal Component.
Step 2

Invert least significant bit (Cell ) � ), resulting in
� ) .

Step 3
Switch to the dual Component, run a full cycle from
and to

� ) , and use the state sequences as test inputs.
Step 4

Switch back to the normal Component, make a single
transition, and let

�
� be the resulting state.

Step 5
Run a full cycle in the normal Component, from and to�
� , and use the state sequences as test inputs.

Step 6
If
�
� is different from the initial state

� �
in Step 1 then

continue with Step 2, else stop.

It can be proven that the above algorithm terminates after
exactly 16 loops of Step 2–6, and that every loop generates
two new 16-state wide test sequences. Thus, all 32 different
fillings are generated. Figure 8 shows the additional cir-
cuitry inside the on-chip 11-cell \]/J^�_a` to accommodate
this algorithm. The choice of

� �
and also the global control

for bit inversion in Step 2 and Component switching in Steps
3–4 and for clocking the transition cycles are handled by the
CATPG Control module (see Figure 6). Note that the full
cycles in Steps 3,5 circulate replica test sequences (shifted
byte-wise) along the columns of the Length Decoder. This
replication is taken one step further in the next Section,
where a bootstrap process circulates bit-shifted versions of
these test sequences along the columns.
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Figure 7 These Components of an 11-cell ��� � ���
(left) and its dual (right) form the engine of RAPPID’s bootstrapped test

generation process. State values are shown as decimals as opposed to Figure 1, e.g. M G 
�
K
�
�
K
�
K
J��
� with the most significant
bit for Cell � at the left and the least significant bit for Cell � � at the right. Both CA cycles have length 16, and there are 16
different states to start from. Each cycle is good for filling one cache line in the Input FIFO with ”instruction” bytes (only the least
significant 8 bits of a state are passed on). Thus, a total of 32 different cache lines (16 per CA) is generated.
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Figure 8 Circuit implementation (left) and state space partitioning (right) for the 11-cell ��� � ���
plus dual. The circuit has

two additional multiplexers and mode signals for running the Traversal Algorithm of Section 4.1.1. The multiplexer in Cell �
switches between normal mode where <>= 
�? @�� � � G 
DF <>= �B? @�� GI<>=��E? @ and dual mode, for which <>= 
�? @�� ��G <>= �B? @ (cf. Section 2).
The multiplexer in Cell � � provides the bit inversion for Step 2 in the algorithm. The circuit generates 2048 different states,
partitioned into 84 Component pairs of various cycle lengths as indicated at the right. Running the Traversal Algorithm for all
Component pairs would fill 2048 cache lines in the Input FIFO. However, we only use the pair in Figure 7 with 32 fillings.

4.1.2 ... and ALL for ONE: CATPG

Owing to the 11-cell \]/^�_a` and Traversal Algorithm in
the previous Section, we have 32 CA-generated cache lines
to start the RAPPID testing process. We expand this set
on-the-fly into a three orders of magnitude larger set with
32768 tests. The on-chip expansion comprises three steps.

Step 1 Bootstrap 32 to 8192 tests with Circular Scan
By design, all 128 data bits in the Input FIFO are
linked as a circular scan chain with 1-bit left and right
shift options (see introduction to Section 4.1). Using
both scan shift facilities, each CA-generated test se-
quence is bootstrapped into a set of 256 test sequences,
as outlined in the following algorithm.



Bootstrap Algorithm
Step 1

Run Traversal Algorithm to fill the Input FIFO
with the next 16-byte wide test sequence. Fill by
copying each new byte into the leftmost instruc-
tion byte, after right-rotating the FIFO 1 byte.

Step 2
Left-rotate the FIFO over 1 bit position, and feed
the resulting test sequence to RAPPID. Repeat
this / � c��I+ />N�� times, coming back to the
original CA-generated filling.

Step 3
Repeat Step 2, but rotate rightwards this time.

Step 4
If the Traversal Algorithm has not completed
then continue with Step 1, else stop.

The overall control for shifting leftwards or rightwards
as well as synchronization and communication with
the \]/ ^�_a` Traversal Algorithm are handled by the
CATPG Control module (see Figure 6).

Step 2 Close test gaps with Specific Test Circuitry
At the beginning of Section 4.1 we introduced a sim-
ple test circuit, called BRT for ‘BRanch Test’, which
makes it possible to test the branch instruction logic in-
side RAPPID. The need for a BRT circuit was known
in advance, which is different for the following case
that we discovered during development of the BIST.
A large gap showed up in the coverage of instruc-
tion types when running the 8192-sequence test suite
generated in Step 1 in the three modes available at
this point: 16-bit instruction mode, 32-bit instruction
mode, and branch mode (with BRT active). The gap
related to 2-byte opcodes of long length instructions,
which start with a length-modifying prefix (e.g.

� �
)

followed by a 2-byte opcode (e.g. 0F). We created
a specific test circuit 660F to force and circulate the
combination 66-0F on pairs of subsequent columns
(one pair per test sequence), which runs under a sepa-
rate mode and closes the gap.

Step 3 From 8192 to 32768 tests in 4 Operation Modes
The CATPG module runs the Bootstrap Algorithm in
Step 1 four times, each time in a different mode:

� 16-bit instruction mode
One of the global functional modes in RAPPID,
accessible for CATPG (see begin Section 4.1).

� 32-bit instruction mode
Another global functional mode for RAPPID,
that can be accessed by the CATPG module.

� branch mode
In this mode, the specific test circuit BRT be-
comes active, and upgrades the test sequences
with branch information.

� 660F mode
As explained in Step 2, this mode was added to
fill a large gap in the RAPPID test instruction
flow. Similar to the branch mode, it upgrades
the bootstrapped test sequences before they are
shipped to the RAPPID core.

To get a fast first-order qualification of the test suite,
we measured the percentage of covered min-terms in the
Length Decode PLA of the instruction set. The PLA reflects
the control flow in the abstract hardware description model
for the instruction length decoder. In this model an instruc-
tion stream enters the decoder and is broken into indepen-
dent streams of instructions, which are steered to the Output
Buffers. The PLA min-terms encode the way the instruc-
tion bit fields are examined and broken up. Taking these
min-terms as a coverage metric gives a well-defined target
that is independent of implementation details. In this way,
we discovered the test gap addressed in Step 2 above, for
which we added the test circuit 660F that covers the es-
capees. All PLA min-terms are now covered by the CATPG
algorithm. However, as one would expect, we missed some
of the particular implementation details that this metric did
not target. These are discussed in Section 5.1.

5 Cost and Performance

We evaluate the costs and effectiveness of our CA-BIST so-
lution by looking at the area and speed impact on the design,
and by fault-grading the test suite on the actual switch-level
schematics. Due to schedule constraints, the fabricated ver-
sion of RAPPID does not include CA-BIST. However, the
full design was implemented — with the BIST partly in lay-
out, partly as gate and transistor level schematics — and
simulated to estimate the impact on timing and area. Inter-
facing with RAPPID occurs at the natural design boundary,
and thus no logic or Design-for-Test modifications were ap-
plied to the RAPPID core (see Figure 6). Scan facilities for
CATPG and debug are shared, and integrated in the FIFO
as Circular Scan Chain.

The combination of CA-BIST and debug logic induces a
small penalty, estimated at

���
for area. The CARE signa-

ture analyzers can uninvasively observe the data values on
the output buffers. This extra load is very small and does
not significantly change the delay on the output. There-
fore, to the first order, the performance impact is due to the
scan input multiplexer on the instruction bytes in the FIFO,
resulting in a latency penalty of one gate delay, being 5%
(we over-conservatively reported 10% in [14]). Because the
CA-BIST is taken off the critical path, throughput is not
materially affected.



5.1 Fault Coverage and Evaluation

The RAPPID core contains /�NT UETYTJT transistors and uses
a standard synchronous TVX N � micron CMOS library. Be-
cause our test approach targets PLA min-terms being
(1) a high-level functional metric and (2) not specifically
asynchronous or synchronous in nature, we expect it to miss
certain categories of structural faults in the actual switch-
level implementation (see end of Section 4.1.2). More
specifically, we expect to see uncovered classes related to
the asynchronous design style. To fault-grade RAPPID, we
used the switch-level fault simulator COSMOS [4], inject-
ing stuck-at faults at each input and output of a CCSN1.
To keep run times reasonable, we injected the faults in one
Length Decoder column only, and only in one Tag Unit in
this column. Figure 9 gives an overview of the results. Be-
low, we group these results into detectable faults and faults
that cannot be detected with standard fault simulation.

� Detected and Unexercised faults (86%)
CA-BIST covers 81% of the simulated stuck-at faults.
Of the remaining faults, 5% are unexercised and relate
to missing operands for internal data operations, which
are excellent candidates for tailored test pattern gener-
ation in addition to BIST. All detectable faults are in
these two categories. CA-BIST thus covers 94% of the
testable faults.

� Benign and Suspicious faults (14%)
All faults in this group are inside keepers of domino
gates, and are basically undetectable in the context of
voltage-based unit-delay switch-level fault simulation.
About 9% is likely benign and will not decrease the
reliability of the domino operation. The other 5% can
lead to catastrophic behavior in the presence of cross-
talk, coupling and other sources of noise interference.
An example of each is given in Figure 10, a benign
fault in (a) and a pulse-narrowing fault in (b). Besides
pulse narrowing, a significant part of the suspicious
faults result in floating gates. For instance, a stuck-at 1
on the domino half keeper in Figure 10(b) will render
the keeper powerless, and leave the gate floating dur-
ing feedback mode.

Our analysis results are very similar to those presented
in [1, 5], with the exception that those results are for clocked
domino logic, while our circuits are fully self-timed. What
is particularly encouraging is that we inherited almost all of
the 5% undetected and potentially catastrophic faults from
synchronous (pulse) domino logic. Apparently, the added
asynchronous timing methodology which asserts RAPPID’s
high performance and low power does not further impact the
testability.

1Channel Connected Sub Network (CCSN) is the switch-level equiva-
lent of a logic gate. It contains the set of transistors that source or drain the
same net (channel).
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Figure 9 Stuck-at fault coverage distribution for the
CATPG test suite. We used the switch-level fault simula-
tor COSMOS to inject faults in one Length Decode Col-
umn and one Tag Unit (4000 stuck-at faults in total) and to
simulate their fault coverage in the full RAPPID design.
Because of design replication (cf. Section 3.1) we expect
similar percentages per category for the other rows and
columns. In other words, we expect similar figures when
injecting all stuck-at faults in the RAPPID core.

6 Conclusion

This CA-BIST study is part of the RAPPID project which
explores high-performance asynchronous circuit design for
Intel processor architectures. The testability study started
after the design was complete, with no Design-for-Test
hooks other than some debug features. The non-invasive
CA-BIST logic minimally impacts the design latency,
throughput, and area, which were our basic requirements.
Other than that our purpose was twofold:

� Achieve high fault coverage with CA-BIST
The BIST solution should cover a majority of the
stuck-at faults in the design, leaving only a minority
for tailored test pattern generation and testing off-chip.
This goal has been achieved as our solution covers
94% of all testable faults, and the remaining 6% turn
out to be ideal candidates for test pattern generation.

� Analyse the testability impact of asynchronous
The high fault coverage makes further analysis of
undetected faults a manageable task. This analysis
showed that 14% of the simulated faults are unde-
tectable with standard fault simulation techniques. A
majority 9% of these is benign, but 5% may be catas-
trophic depending on noise conditions. The encourag-
ing news is that the same fault effects can be expected
for a similar clocked circuit, without applying Relative
Timing [16]. In other words, testability is NO excuse
to avoid aggressive asynchronous design techniques in
addition to high-performance synchronous solutions.
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Figure 10 Undetected stuck-at 0 keeper fault which is benign for the circuit in (a) and potentially catastrophic for (b). Both set-
reset scenarios show pulse narrowing and slightly deteriorated voltage levels on output � due to elevated I ��� . (original behaviors
in light-grey, faulty scenario in black; see also Section 3.2). In case (a) there is no need for the keeper to sustain a low ‘set’ value
because � remains valid until the gate is reset by � . The pulse narrowing can typically be ignored for such a wide pulse. It cannot
be ignored for situation (b) which relates to the pulse domino operation in Figure 5, and where the pulse width shrinks from 7 gate
delays to just 3 gate delays due to the faulty reset when � � �P� �J� is withdrawn. To determine whether the shrink is catastrophic,
this scenario should be examined for realistic noise conditions.
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